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The shadowing problem is that of  finding a deterministic orbit as close as possible to a given noisy orbit. We present  an 
optimal solution to this problem in the sense of least-mean-squares,  which also provides an effective and convenient 
numerical method for noise reduction for data generated by a dynamical system. Given a noisy orbit y and a dynamical 
system f ,  we derive a set of nonlinear equations whose solution x is the deterministic orbit with the smallest possible 
Euclidean distance to y. We present a numerical method for solving these equations. The quality of the solution depends  on 
the initial noise level. When f is known exactly, the noise can be reduced to machine precision over long trajectory 
segments;  with higher noise levels there are regions where the algorithm has difficulty, but significant overall noise 
reductions are still achieved. If f must  be learned from the data the noise reduction is limited by the accuracy of the 
learning algorithm and the number  of available data points, but large reductions are still possible in some cases. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Noise  reduction 

Noise  reduction is a vague  t e rm for a class of  

p rob l ems  in which we wish to d e c o m p o s e  a signal 

into a par t  tha t  we want  and  a par t  that  we do  

not  want.  To be a l i t t le  more  precise ,  suppose  we 

1Current address: Institute for Nonlinear Science, Univer- 
sity of California at San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA. 

observe  a noisy t ime ser ies  {Yt}, whe re  t =  

1, 2 . . . . .  N. A s s u m e  tha t  it can be d e c o m p o s e d  as 

Yt = x t  + n t ,  (1)  

where  xt  is the  " d e s i r e d "  par t  of  the  signal and  

n t is the  "no i se" .  W e  want  to get  r id of  the  noise.  

W e  can only observe  the  noisy signal  y, ,  bu t  we 

wish to recover  the  pu re  signal x r 

W h a t  we call " n o i s e "  is usual ly  subject ive,  and  

in o r d e r  to r educe  it we must  have a c r i te r ion  for 
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distinguishing n, from x~. For example, if the 

noise is predominantly at high frequencies, and 

the signal predominantly at low frequencies, we 
can reduce the noise by simply applying a low 

pass filter. However, if the noise and the signal 

have similar frequencies spectral methods are 

ineffective, and more sophisticated criteria are 

required. 
In this paper we assume that the distinguishing 

feature of the signal {x,} is that it is a trajectory 

of an invertible dynamical system f,  i.e., 

x,+, =f(x,) .  (z) 

The noise {n,} might also be a trajectory of a 

dynamical system; if so, we will assume that it is 

substantially different from f. Often in cases of 
interest this means that the dimension of the 

noise is much greater than that of the signal. 

When noise is described as "random",  this typi- 
cally could be stated more precisely by saying that 

it is high dimensional. Noise due to measurement 
errors that are independent of the dynamics is 

obsert,ational noise. 

The noise reduction problem can be broken 

into two parts, learning the dynamical system f,  
and reducing the noise once it is known. There 

are three cases: 

(1) We are given f. 
(2) We must learn an approximation to f ,  but 

we have available some "clean" data with known 
values of x t. 

(3) We must learn f directly from the noisy 

data y,. 
In all three of these cases we are ultimately 

faced with problem (1), that of reducing the noise 

once we know f or have an approximation to it. 
We will thus begin by assuming that f is already 
known, and then return in section 4.2 to discuss 

the case when f has to be learned or when f is 
uncertain. 

The best approach to noise reduction depends 
on the goal. For example, we may not care about 
recovering each value of the signal x, exactly - we 
may be interested only in recovering a statistical 

property, such as the power spectrum. Statistical 
noise reduction is intrinsically simpler than de- 

tailed noise reduction. We return to discuss this 

issue in section 5. 

1.2. Shadowing 

Suppose the noisy orbit y evolves according to 

a mixture of known deterministic dynamics and 

noise, with an equation of motion of the form 

yt.~ =f(y,)  +,~n,. (3) 

We will call this dynamical noise, since it is cou- 

pled to the dynamics. We wish to find a purely 

deterministic orbit x, + ~ = f (x , )  that stays close to 

y,, or in other words, a deterministic orbit that 
shadows" the noisy orbit. 

The problems of shadowing and noise reduc- 

tion are closely related. On one hand, shadowing 
is not a noise reduction problem per se, since the 

shadowing orbit x is an artificial construction. On 
the other hand, if we pretend that the shadowing 

orbit x is a signal, then once we have found it we 
can trivially write 

y, =x ,  + h,, (4) 

where h, =-y, x t is the "effective" noise. Con- 
versely, if we pretend that observational noise is 
dynamical noise, then the true orbit x is automat- 

ically a shadowing orbit. Although it may not be 
the best possible shadowing orbit, it should be at 

least close. This suggests that we can seek an 
approximation to the true orbit by finding an 
optimal shadowing orbit. Under certain condi- 
tions, which remain to be made more precise. 
these two should asymptotically coincide. 

In the dynamical systems literature the shadow- 
ing problem was originally motivated by concerns 

about chaos in noisy environments. Chaotic dy- 
namics strongly amplify the smallest fluctuations, 
so that a noisy orbit quickly diverges from a 
purely deterministic orbit with the same initial 
condition. Thus in physical experiments, where 
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noise is always present,  the detailed behavior  of  a 

trajectory is quite different f rom that of  a purely 

deterministic trajectory with the same starting 
value. This raises the question: In the presence of  

chaos, can purely deterministic dynamical  equa- 

tions be valid models  of  physical systems? Simi- 

larly, in compute r  experiments  where there is 

chaos, because of  roundoff  error  simulated trajec- 

tories may deviate significantly f rom those of  the 

equat ions they are supposed to simulate. Do  they 
nonetheless  correctly reproduce  their statistical 

propert ies? 

Even though noise radically alters the details of  

individual orbits when the dynamics are chaotic, 

for small noise levels we can still hope that the 

qualitative propert ies  of  noisy orbits and purely 

deterministic orbits are similar. For  instance, sup- 

pose there is some purely deterministic orbit, 

albeit with a different initial condition, that  stays 
close to the noisy orbit. Providing this orbit is a 

typical orbit  of  the dynamical  system, then we are 

assured that  noisy orbits will have the same statis- 
tical propert ies  for length scales larger than that  
of  the noise #1. 

Anosov and Bowen [2, 3] presented a solution 
to this problem for the special case of  everywhere 

hyperbolic (Anosov) dynamical systems. Loosely 

speaking, everywhere hyperbolic means  that at 

each point  the dynamics can be factored into 
directions where the motion is either exponen-  

tially expanding or  exponentially contracting. The 

stable manifold for a given point  is the set of  

points that  exponentially converge as time goes to 
infinity; the unstable manifold is the set of  points 

that  exponentially converge at infinity when time 
is reversed. A point  where the stable and unsta- 
ble manifolds intersect is called a homoclinic 

#1The presence of a shadowing orbit per se does not imply 
that the statistical properties are the same; the shadowing 
orbit might be atypical. For example, consider the binary shift 
map xt+ 1 = 2x t modl. Iteration on a computer asymptoti- 
cally results in x t = 0 as t -, oo under most common roundoff 
algorithms, x t = 0 is a valid deterministic orbit, but it is highly 
atypical, with misleading statistical properties. The require- 
ment that the shadowing orbit be typical is often forgotten in 
the literature. 

intersection; if the manifolds are parallel, this is 

called a homoclinic tangency. Everywhere hyper- 
bolic dynamical  systems do not have homoclinic 

tangencies, i.e., the angle between stable and 

unstable manifolds is bounded  away from zero. 

Assume dynamical  noise of  the form of  eq. (3). 

Assume that  f is everywhere hyperbolic, and the 

noise is bounded,  i.e., [[nt[[ < e, where • > 0. 

Anosov and Bowen proved that for every 8 > 0 

there is an • such that every noisy orbit  y, of  f is 

shadowed by an orbit xt with ] [y t -x t [ [<8  for 
all t. 

The  A n o s o v - B o w e n  construct ion depends  on 

the fact that  the stable and unstable manifolds 

are never parallel where  they intersect. Al though  

it was originally believed that Anosov systems 
were generic, we now know that  quite the oppo-  

site is true; most  dynamical  systems of  interest 

have homoclinic tangencies. Fur thermore ,  in 

many cases they display sensitive dependence on 
parameters [9, 15], so that  arbitrarily near  any 

parameter  value with a chaotic at t ractor  there is 

a parameter  value with a stable periodic attrac- 
tor. In this case the noise may induce bifurca- 

tions, so that  even though an orbit  is periodic in 

the deterministic limit, with the addit ion of  some 

noise it becomes  chaotic [6]. In this case there is 
no shadowing orbit, and thus the shadowing 
lemma is not t rue in general  #2. 

Hammel  et al. [12] applied the A n o s o v - B o w e n  

construct ion to two-dimensional  maps  that were 

not hyperbolic and showed that at low-noise lev- 
els they can find good deterministic shadowing 

orbits for finite segments  of  noisy trajectories. 
The  length of  these segments  is limited by the 
presence of  homoclinic tangencies.  As the length 

of  the trajectory segment  goes up, so does the 
probabili ty of  finding a homoclinic tangency of  a 

given severity, i.e., where  the angle is smaller 

#2The Anosov-Bowen shadowing lemma is not true in 
general, but if we modify the original problem to allow small 
changes of parameters in f, then there may still exist a 
shadowing orbit, for a "nearby" f. Thus there may be a 
modification of the theorem along these lines that applies to 
the general case of non-hyperbolic flow. 
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than a given value. The  problem becomes  more  

severe as the noise level increases. 
The  A n o s o v - B o w e n  construct ion is cumber-  

some and difficult to apply in more  than two 

dimensions, and does not provide a practical tool 

for solving experimental  noise reduct ion prob- 

lems. Providing such a tool is our  main interest, 

a l though the method  we are about  to present  may 

also be of  purely mathemat ica l  interest for the 

shadowing problem. 

2. Optimal solution of shadowing problem with Euclidean norm 

The original A n o s o v - B o w e n  construct ion is concerned  with the worst-case distance between points on 

the noisy orbit y and points on the shadowing orbit x. This amounts  to using the L~ or sup norm to 
measure  the distance between two trajectories. Instead,  we use a root -mean-square  or Eucl idean norm. 

We define the distance between two trajectory segments  x t and Yt as 

~ / 1  U 
D ( x , y )  = ~ Y'. I lY,-xt l l  2 

t = l  

(5)  

where Hy t -x t l l  is the Eucl idean distance between the vectors x, and y,. We are thus using the 
Eucl idean norm in two senses, both to measure  the distance between the two points x, and y,, and to 
measure  the distance between two trajectories x and y. 

Minimizing D is equivalent to minimizing D 2. For a given noisy trajectory segment  y, we wish to find 
a trajectory segment  x that  minimizes DZ(x, y), subject to the constraint  that  x is deterministic with 

respect to f ,  i.e., 

x,+, = f ( x t )  (6) 

for t = 1, 2 . . . . .  N - 1. This problem is s t raightforward to solve with the method  of  Lagrange multipliers. 

It is equivalent  to minimizing 

N N - I  

S = ~ I lYt-xtl[  2 + 2 ~ [ f ( x , )  -Xt+l]gA t, (7) 
t = l  t = l  

where  1" denotes  the t ranspose and {A t} are the Lagrange multipliers. The  factor  of  two in front of  the 

sum is arbitrary, a convenience that  simplifies subsequent  expressions. 
Differentiat ing with respect  to the unknowns and searching for an extremum, we get the following 

system of  equations:  

0S 
- - o 7  = o = - (  y, - x t )  + f ' * (  x , ) A t  - A t_ , ,  

0S 
0A--7 = 0 = f ( x , )  - x , + , ,  (8) 

where  A, = 0 if t < 1 or t > N -  1. f ' ( x  t) = d f ( x ~ ) / d x  is the Jacobian matrix of  f at x t. In the first 
equat ion t runs from 1 to N, whereas in the second t runs from 1 to N -  1. Typically f is nonl inear  and 

this system of equat ions has no closed form solution. 
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Since eq. (8) is nonlinear, we must generally use numerical approximation to solve it. We can use any 

of a large variety of search algorithms• We simply use Newton's  method, expanding f in a Taylor 's series 

about a trial solution 2, setting f ( x  t) = f ( 2  t) + f ' ( 2 t ) ( x  t - 2  t) and f ' ( x  t) = f ' ( 2 t ) .  To simplify subse- 
quent expressions, define 

A t =-2 t - - x  t = deviation from true solution, 

Yt ~ Y, - 2t = deviation from noisy orbit, 

e, --2,+ I - f ( 2 , )  = deviation from determinism, 

J, = f ' ( 2 , )  = Jacobian at 2,.  (9) 

We are thus seeking a minimum of F~= lily/ll 2, subject to the condition that e, = 0 for t = 1, 2 . . . . .  N - 1. 
The linearized equations become 

")It = J t t  l~ t - l~ t - 1  - - A t ,  ( 1 0 )  

A t +  1 =JtAt+et, (11) 

or in matrix form, 

- 1  J~* 

Jl 0 

- 1  

- 1  

- 1 J2* 

J2 0 - 1 

- 1  - 1 J3* 

JN-I  0 --1 
--1 --1 

A 1 

Ai 

A2 

A2 

A3 

~ N - I  

_ AN 

'Yl 

- -E l 

Yz 

--~'2 

3'3 

- - E N _  1 

YN 

(12) 

We will abbreviate this as 

My = w. (13) 

M is a (2N - 1) x (2N - 1)-dimensional matrix. When f is a d-dimensional dynamical system, the entries 
of M are themselves d x d matrices. Inverting M to solve for v gives an approximation to the true 
shadowing trajectory {x t} that is (hopefully) a bet ter  solution of eq. (8) than the trial solution {2t}. In the 
usual way, Newton's method can be iterated by replacing 2 t by x t and repeating this process, searching 
for a fixed point• 
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3. Numerical approximation 

The structure of M complicates the solution of 
eq. (12). As we shall see, to get the largest possi- 

ble noise reduction we want to make N as large 
as possible. However, when the underlying dy- 
namics are chaotic M becomes ill-conditioned. 
Furthermore,  approximate homoclinic tangencies 
cause it to be nearly rank deficient. Both of these 

factors make M difficult to invert when N is 

large. 

3.1. Chaos implies" ill-conditioning of M 

The ill-conditioning of M becomes apparent  if 
we at tempt  to take advantage of the banded 
structure of M and invert it using a simple alge- 
braic technique. Starting at the upper  left and 
working toward the right, the eigenvalues accu- 
mulate and diverge exponentially when the un- 
derlying dynamics are chaotic. This is illustrated 
by iterating eq. (11) and writing down the result- 
ing series, which gives 

A,= Ji A ,+e ,  ,+ Y'. 1-I Jk ei. (14) 
i = l  k = i + l  

The Lyapunov numbers A i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  d are de- 
fined as the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of 
lim t ~=(FI~= iJi) l/'. Thus by definition, on average 
the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of the 
product matr ix  [I~-IJ i grows as (A1) t - I .  If  the 
underlying dynamical system is chaotic, then 
A 1 > 1, and Fl~_IJ i becomes exponentially more 
ill-conditioned as t grows large. Thus direct alge- 
braic solution is numerically unstable for large t 

when f is chaotic. 

3.2. Solution by manifold decomposition 

Since M comes from a dynamical system, we 
know a great deal about its structure and can 
exploit this to overcome the problem of ill-condi- 
tioning. We do this by decomposing the solution 
of the problem along the stable and unstable 

manifolds, a technique which we call manifold 
decomposition. This technique was originally in- 
troduced as a heuristic by Hammel  [11]. The 
following discussion provides a justification of 
manifold decomposition and makes precise the 
sense in which it is an approximation for the 
shadowing problem. Manifold decomposition is 
also closely related to the maximum likelihood 
method for noise reduction that we introduced 

earlier, as discussed in section 6. 
The determinism constraint of eq. (2) means 

that with perfect numerical precision the initial 
condition is the only degree of freedom in the 
p r o b l e m - w i t h  no noise the entire trajectory is 
determined by the initial condition. This is mani- 
fest from the fact that A~ is the only unknown on 
the right-hand side of eq. (14). Suppose we choose 
an initial displacement vector A] which lies pre- 

cisely along the stable manifold of f .  Suppose for 
the moment  that the noise level is zero so that 
under iteration the stable manifold at 2t goes 
into the stable manifold at ~f2. Because we are on 
the stable manifold, for large t, It(FI~-IJi)Alll 
(A~)'IIAIII, where A~ is the largest Lyapunov 
number less than one. This implies that along the 
stable manifold for large t the solution for A t in 
eq. (14) becomes independent of A~, and can be 
stated directly in terms of E i and Ji, which are 
known quantities. The only significant contribu- 
tions come from terms in the sum with j = t, 
which implies that points at times much earlier 
than t have little effect on the noise reduction 

process. Similar considerations apply going back- 
ward in time along the unstable manifold. 

Since f is invertible we can solve eq. (11) for A, 
in terms of At+ 1 and iterate backward. This gives 
the following equation for A, in terms of future 

values: 

(15) 

where Jk I is the inverse of Jk- If we pick A N 

along the unstable manifold, for large t, 
N -  1j I](~Ik=t k 1)ANII ~ (Au)t-NllANll, where A.  is the 
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smallest Lyapunov number  greater  than one. Just 
as before, A t is dominated by the small t terms 
on the right-hand side, and so for large ( N  - t) is 
independent  of the choice of A N . 

Thus, for a point in the middle of the time 
series with t sufficiently greater  than one so that 
(As) t= 0 and sufficiently less than N so that 
( A u ) t - N  = 0, we have 

[At]stable • Et-1-~" E Jk ~:i , (16) 
i= l ~ k=i+ 1 Jstable 

[ " i 

[ ](un)stable denotes the projection along the 
(un)stable manifold. As long as the stable and 
unstable manifolds are transverse these two equa- 
tions can be combined to solve for A t , producing 
an approximate noise-reduced orbit. This orbit is 
accurate to (As) t or (Au) t -u ,  whichever is greater. 

This suggests an efficient numerical method for 
inverting the matrix. We pick a vector A~ along 

the stable manifold, arbitrarily setting [A 1 ]unstable 
= 0. We iterate this forward using eq. (11). For 
sufficiently large times the initial (generally incor- 
rect) choice of IlA~ll will become irrelevant, and 
in principle we should have the proper  correction 
to the noisy orbit along the stable manifold. We 
then repeat  this by iterating backward along the 
unstable manifold, and we have our answer. 

Of  course, in practice there is a problem: If  A~ 
is on the stable manifold of 21, then J1al will 
generally be on the stable manifold of f(21), but 
it will not be on the stable manifold of 22 , since 
2 is a noisy orbit. Furthermore,  this deviation gets 
exponentially worse as we iterate forward, caus- 
ing A~ to leave the stable manifold and relax onto 
the unstable manifold. To solve this problem at 
each step we project A 2 o n t o  the stable manifold 
of 22 . This stabilizes the procedure,  but it has the 
disadvantage that we are now making errors, 
which can be substantial when the noise is large. 
As a result, when we are done we may have 

'- f( x i ) 

Fig. 1. An illustration of the approximation needed to iterate 
eq. (11) stably. Ai=.~i--X i represents  the correction at -~i- 
Assume a i is on  the stable manifold of xi- Then  JiAi is also 
on the stable manifold of  f(-~i). However,  since the deviation 
f rom determinism, el, is not, Ai+ 1 =JiAi+Ei is not on the 
stable manifold. The dashed vector is Ai+ 1 t ranspor ted  so 
that its base is at £i+ i, and the solid vector is Ai+ t projected 
onto  the stable manifold of  £i+v The difference between 
these two vectors generates  an error  term in the inversion 
of M. 

significant errors in computing the inverse of the 
matrix M. 

In stretches that are free of homoclinic tangen- 
cies manifold decomposition works well, but when 
the angle between the stable and unstable mani- 
folds becomes too small, it blows up. There  are 
two reasons for this: 

(1) Since the stable and unstable manifolds are 
almost parallel, A~ is poorly resolved along the 
perpendicular direction. 

(2) Homoclinic tangencies typically occur at 
places where the stable or unstable manifolds 
make sharp turns. Thus the angle of either the 
stable or unstable manifold is usually sensitively 
dependent  on position in the neighborhood of a 
homoclinic tangency. This means that projection 
can cause a very large error for even very small 
noise levels. This problem is illustrated in fig. 1. 

3.3. Solution by singular value decomposition 

The net effect of homoclinic tangencies is to 
cause the matrix to become nearly rank deficient. 
A natural way to solve this is singular value 
decomposition, which is a numerical algorithm 
designed to invert nearly rank deficient matrices. 
This works quite well for short trajectory seg- 
ments. Our  experience is that when we have 
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sufficient computer  time and space the singular 
value decomposition does a good job of inverting 
M and the resulting noise reduction is stable even 
with fairly large initial noise levels. However, 
inverting an n x n matrix with singular value de- 
composition requires the order of n 3 operations 
and n 2 memory locations. When n is large this is 
slow and requires a large computer  memory. In 
contrast, the manifold decomposition technique 
described above requires only order n operations 
and order n memory locations, but is not as 
stable. Manifold decomposition is much faster 
than singular value decomposition, but is less 
accurate in the presence of homoclinic tangen- 

cies. 
As a compromise,  we use a mixture of manifold 

decomposition and singular value decomposition. 
We begin by computing the invariant manifolds 
at each point, searching for points with small 
angles between the stable and unstable mani- 
folds. We perform singular value decomposition 
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Fig. 2. Determinist ic error versus time for a trajectory of the 
H6non map. The points are the original noisy time series. 
(Uniformly distributed noise of magnitude 0.04 was added to 
both components of the deterministic time series.) After two 
iterates of the mixed manifold decomposition and singular 
value decomposition technique described in the text, the noise 
has been reduced to the level indicated by the solid curves at 
the bottom. Logarithms are taken to base 10. 

to invert M for short trajectory segments (typi- 
cally _< 50 points) centered on these points. We 
then apply manifold decomposition to the entire 
time series. We check to see whether the result- 
ing trajectory is deterministic; if not, we perform 
singular value decomposition again on the places 
where it is not. For particularly bad homoclinic 
tangencies it can be useful to simply add noise to 
2 for points in a short trajectory segment cen- 
tered on the tangency. Another  useful manoeuver  
is to monitor how far each point wanders from its 
original noisy value. If a point strays substantially 
further than the original noise level, then some- 
thing has obviously gone wrong, most likely due 
to a tangency. In this case the point can be reset 
to its original value and given another  chance to 
settle into a copacetic position. 

4. Numerical results 

4.1. When the dynamical  system is known 

To test the performance of our method we 
have performed many experiments that proceed 
along the following lines: We generate a "noise- 
less" trajectory segment {x,} by iterating a dy- 
namical system at double precision. A random 
number  generator  adds noise to the orbit. Then 
we perform noise reduction, pretending that we 
did not know the original orbit. Two measures 
test the quality of our results: The absolute error 

= ll2 t - x t l l  is the deviation between a smoothed 
point and a true point, and the deterministic 

error = IJ2,+ I - f ( 2 , ) l ]  is the discrepancy between 
the iterate of a smoothed point and the next 
smoothed point. 

Fig. 2 shows the deterministic error obtained 
from an experiment using the H6non map, 
xt+ l = 1 + Y t -  1.4x2, Yt+l = 0-3xt, with a trajec- 
tory segment of length 10000, and a 5% initial 
noise level. The deterministic error is reduced by 
roughly 13 orders of magnitude, or 130 dB. 

Fig. 3 shows the absolute error obtained in an 
experiment with a trajectory segment of length 
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Fig. 3. Absolute error versus time for a trajectory of 1000 
points from the H6non map. Initial noise level indicated by 
scattered points = 0.005. Solid curve is the noise level after 
two iterates of our technique. 

trajectory segment closer to the noisy data than 
the original true trajectory. It should be noted 
that not all homoclinic tangencies cause peaks in 
the absolute error. 

In the case of dynamical noise there is no true 
trajectory, so the absolute error cannot be de- 
fined. A plot of the deterministic error displays 
the same type of peaks that are present in the 
absolute error for the case of observational noise. 

Again there are regions where the noise is re- 
duced to the level of machine precision, but the 
effects of homoclinic tangencies are more disrup- 
tive for dynamically noisy trajectories. Because 
the noise perturbs the evolution of the system, it 
gets magnified by the dynamics and accumulates. 
In some regions the linear approximations used 
in the formulation of our method begin to break 
down, and consequently our algorithm fails to 
substantially reduce the deterministic error there. 

4.2. Learning the dynamics 

1000 and a 0.5% noise level. The average of the 
logarithm of the absolute error is - 11.4, indicat- 
ing an average noise reduction of more than 100 
dB. There  are regions of the smoothed trajectory 
that approach the true trajectory to within ma- 
chine precision. However, in other regions that 
are close to homoclinic tangencies, the smoothed 
trajectory makes deviations from the true orbit 
that are on the order of the original noise level. 
Each of these generates a characteristic peak; the 
slope on the left is roughly the positive Lyapunov 
exponent, and the slope on the right is roughly 
the negative Lyapunov exponent #3. The deter- 
ministic error for the same experiment (shown 
later in fig. 8) indicates that the smoothed trajec- 
tory is deterministically clean to the level of 
machine precision over the entire segment. The 
initial noise level was large enough to cause our 
algorithm to locate another  strictly deterministic 

#3The Lyapunov exponents are the logarithms of the Lya- 
punov numbers. 

Up until now we have assumed that we knew 
the dynamics f of the noiseless signal, and could 
use this knowledge to remove the noise. How- 
ever, in most practical applications f is unknown 
and must be learned directly from the data. In 
fact, our interest in the noise reduction problem 
grew out of our work on forecasting chaotic time 
series. There are a variety of methods for learn- 
ing the dynamics directly from data [1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 
10, 14]. All of these methods employ similar prin- 
ciples. They begin by embedding the data in a 
state space [16, 18] and then attempting to ap- 
proximate the graph of a function that maps 
present states into future states. The principal 
difference between the techniques discussed in 
refs. [1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 14] lies in the choice of 
nonlinear function representations. Function rep- 
resentations can be divided into two categories: 
Global representations, such as polynomials, which 
consist of terms that apply uniformly throughout 

the domain, and local representations, in which 
the domain is broken up into local neighbor- 
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hoods. We refer the reader to ref. [10] for a 

review. 
The ability to reduce noise is ultimately limited 

by the accuracy of the approximation to the true 
dynamics f .  Unless the approximation to f is an 
improvement  over a (global) linear model, little 
improvement  in noise reduction is possible over 

the usual moving average smoothing technique. 
The ability to learn the dynamics is usually the 

limiting factor for achieving noise reduction in 

practical applications. 
As stated in section 1, when we must learn f ,  

there are two basic cases to consider: The first 
case is where we are lucky, and have some noise- 
less data with the same dynamics. For example, 
we might have musical recordings made in a 
studio under  ideal conditions, and other similar 
recordings made in the field under  noisy condi- 
tions. We can then use the clean data to learn f ,  
and apply this f to the noisy data. We examine 
this case in section 4.2.1. The second case is 
where we are unlucky, and have only noisy data 
so that we must learn f from the noisy data. We 
examine this case in section 4.2.2. 

4.2.1. Learning from clean data 
Fig. 4 illustrates the use of local function 

approximation to learn f from clean data. As a 
sample dynamical system we use the Ikeda map 

( x , + l ,  Y,+I) = (1 + Ix(x, cos s -Yt  sin s), 

Ix( x, sin s + y, cos s ) ) ,  (18) 

where s = 0 . 4 - 6 . 0 / ( l + x  2+y2) and Ix=0 .9 .  

Fig. 4c shows 5000 successive iterates plotted in 
the (x, y) plane. Fig. 4a displays the same 5000 
points after  adding noise. The noise was 
generated with a random number  generator,  
uniformly distributed with maximum magnitude 
of 0.10 for each component;  this is roughly 5% of 
the signal's dynamic range or 20% of its standard 
deviation. We iterated the Ikeda map at double 
precision to generate  50000 clean data points, 
which were used as a learning set to approximate 

f .  To calculate a local approximation of the lkeda 
map near a given point q we searched through 
the learning set to find the 50 nearest  neighbors 
of q. These 50 points define the local domain of 

f ;  their values one time step later define its range. 
To approximate f we fit a quadratic mapping f 
from the domain to the range using least-squares 

approximation over the neighboring points. The 
learned maps were then used as approximations 
to the system dynamics f ,  applying the optimal 
shadowing noise reduction algorithm. The result 

is shown in fig. 4b. 

4.2.2. Learning from noisy data 
Learning the dynamics directly from noisy data 

is a more challenging problem, and the strategy is 
somewhat different. The presence of noise favors 
more global approximation schemes. For local 

representations the neighborhood size must be 
increased. This increases the approximation error, 
but also averages over the noise. The best 

neighborhood size makes a compromise between 
these two competing effects. This depends on 
both the noise level and the complexity of the 
dynamics. The best way to find the optimal 
neighborhood size is to use a search algorithm to 
optimize the average noise reduction, bin for the 
purposes of this paper  we may do with trial and 

error. 
We use an iterative procedure.  We approximate 

f ,  apply the noise reduction algorithm, and then 
approximate f again using the smoothed data, 
repeating this until the results cease to improve. 
The rationale is as follows. Providing we use a 
sufficiently large approximation neighborhood, 
the learned representation of f averages over the 
behavior of neighboring points, providing an 
initial noise reduction. Application of the noise 
reduction algorithm averages together points from 
other times as well, including those from distant 
parts of the state space, thus amplifying the initial 

noise reduction. 
Fig. 5 demonstra tes  the result of noise 

reduction with no prior knowledge, learning f 
directly from the noisy time series. Fig. 5a shows 
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Fig. 4. (a) 5000 points of a noisy time series, made by adding uniformly distributed noise of magnitude 0.10 to the data of (c). (b) 
The attractor reconstructed by the optimal shadowing technique described in the text. f was learned from a data set of 50000 clean 
points (see (c)), using local quadratic fits over 50 point neighborhoods. The stray points are caused by approximate homoclinic 
tangencies. Compare to the peaks shown in fig. 3. (c) A plot of 5000 successive iterates of the Ikeda map with /~. = 0.9. 
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Fig. 5. (a) A phase plot showing 150(] points of a noisy time series, obtained by adding uniformly distributed noise of magnitude 
0.02 to each component of the data shown in (c). (b) The result of applying our noise reduction method to the data in (a). See text 
for details of the technique. (c) A plot of 1500 successive iterates of the Ikeda map with /,t = 0.7. These are the " t rue"  data for (a), 
before adding noise. 
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a phase plot of a portion of the 5000 points in the 
noisy time series; from the point of view of the 
computer  algorithm its origin is unknown. Local 
quadratic fits were made over neighborhoods of 

50 points to approximate the dynamics. We 
iterated the procedure of learning the dynamics 
and reducing the noise three times to produce 
the noise reduced phase plot shown in fig. 5b. For 
comparison, the original uncontaminated phase 
plot is shown in fig. 5c. Comparing (b) and (c), 
there are significant discrepancies; as usual, there 
are some stray points caused by homoclinic 
tangencies, and there is also some segmenting 
caused by inaccuracies in the approximation 
algorithm. However, the majority of the points 
correspond in detail. 

Reducing noise when learning from noisy data 
is considerably harder than learning from clean 
data. Typically the initial noise levels must be 
lower in order to get the method to converge, 
although as shown in fig. 5 it can be successful 
with initial signal to noise ratios as low as 50. 
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Fig. 6. The result of applying the simple statistical noise 
reduction technique described in section 5 to the data of fig. 
5a. The overall features are quite similar, but in contrast to 
the reconstruction of fig. 5b, there is no detailed correspon- 
dence in the points of the time series. 

5. Statistical noise reduction 

Up until now we have addressed the problem 
of removing noise from each point in a time 
series. Given a noisy time series {Yt}, we want to 
find the corresponding deterministic time series 
{xt}. This might be called detailed noise reduction. 

In some cases, however, we may not care whether 
we have a point by point correspondence. In- 
stead, we may only be interested in statistical 

properties, such as the power spectrum, the di- 
mension, or the shape of the attractor. For this 
purpose any clean time series with the same 
statistical properties as the " t rue"  time series is 
good enough, even if there is no point by point 
correspondence between the two time series. We 
call this statistical noise reduction. 

A very simple technique for statistical noise 
reduction is to fit a model to the noisy data, pick 
an arbitrary initial condition, and iterate it to 
create a new time series. In many cases the 

statistical properties of the surrogate time series 
are much closer to those of the true time series 
than those of the original noisy data. 

We applied this procedure to the noisy data set 

of fig. 5a, using local quadratic fits for our model. 
The results are shown in fig. 6. Although there 
are noticeable discrepancies, the attractor is re- 
produced fairly well. In some respects the repro- 
duction is superior to that of fig. 5b; however, 
there is no longer a detailed point by point corre- 
spondence to the set of " t rue"  points shown in 
fig. 5c. 

This approach to statistical noise reduction can 
be dangerous when the dynamics displays sensi- 
tive dependence on parameters  [9, 15]. For exam- 
ple, in some cases the set of parameters  that have 
stable periodic attractors are dense within those 
with chaotic attractors, so that a small change in 
f can cause a change from chaotic behavior to 
periodic behavior. In this case the errors accumu- 
lated from the noise may cause an approximation 
to the dynamics whose statistical propert ies are 
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radically different from those of the true time 
series. Detailed noise reduction avoids this prob- 
lem by insuring that the shadowing orbit stays 
close to the noisy orbit. Thus, application of 
detailed noise reduction is more reliable than the 
simple method above, even when the final goal is 
only statistical noise reduction. But when statisti- 
cal noise reduction works, it often works very 
well. 

The statistical noise reduction procedure  

described above is closely related to the 
"boots t rapping"  approach to extending time se- 
ries suggested in refs. [4, 10]. This approach is 
based on the fact that good function approxima- 

tion schemes may give information about the 
underlying functional form that is accurate on 
length scales smaller than the typical separation 
between data points. Fitting a model and iterat- 
ing can be used to artificially extend a data set, a 
procedure that can be very useful, for example, in 
computing fractal dimension. Casdagli [4] has 
demonstrated this method by approximating the 
invariant measures of several attractors based on 
only a small amount  of data. 

6. Comparison with previous methods 

In 1988 we proposed a method for reducing 
observational noise based on maximum likeli- 
hood, and Kostelich and Yorke [13] indepen- 
dently proposed a method based on reducing 
least-mean-squares error (which in this sense 
bears some similarities to the optimal shadowing 
technique discussed here). Hammel  [11] has re- 
cently proposed a method for noise reduction 
based on his earlier work on the shadowing prob- 
lem. In this section we compare  these methods. 

6.1. M a x i m u m  l i k e l i h o o d  

In an earlier paper  we introduced a method for 
solving observational noise problems based on 

the principle of maximum likelihood [10]. This 
method may be viewed as a nonlinear generaliza- 
tion of the usual moving average smoothing tech- 
nique: In a simple moving average the points of a 
time series around a given point are simply aver- 

aged together. Averaging acts as a low-pass filter, 
which removes the high-frequency components.  

The noise reduction obtainable from this tech- 
nique is severely limited, however, since averag- 

ing over too large an interval causes distortion of 
the signal. The problem is that simple averaging 
fails to take the dynamics of the signal into ac- 
count. Our method improves on the usual moving 
average noise filter by using a model of the dy- 
namics to transport  points from different times to 
a common time, and then averaging them to- 
gether. As a result many more points can be 
averaged together without distortion of the sig- 
nal, improving the noise reduction. 

When points are transported from the past to 
the present, errors may be amplified. This ampli- 
fication is usually direction dependent.  In a 
chaotic dynamical system, on average the errors 
grow exponentially along the unstable manifold, 
and contract exponentially along the stable mani- 
fold. The opposite is true of points transported 
from the future to the present. Thus points from 
the past are accurate along the stable manifold, 
while those from the future are accurate along 
the unstable manifold, as illustrated in fig. 7. For 
good noise reduction it is essential to take this 
into account. 

Our method does this by assigning weighting 
matrices to the contribution of each point in each 
direction according to the derivatives of the dy- 
namical system. To derive the proper  weighting 
matrices, we assume that the noise fluctuations 
are independently Gaussian distributed. We then 
do a local linearization of the dynamics, and write 
down the rules for pulling back and pushing 
forward probability distributions to different 
points in time. Consider a segment of the noisy 
time series {y,} running from time t - a  to time 
t +/3. If we transport  all of these points to time t, 
then the joint probability density function is a 
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t-1 t t+l setting this equal to zero gives an estimate of xt: 

Xt= ~=a Oj E ~)jfJ(Yt--j)' (20) 
j j=a 

f where 

Fig. 7. Nonlinear smoothing. The circles represent noisy mea- 
surements of a deterministic trajectory at three different times. 
As successive measurements are transported to the same 
point in time, the associated noise probability distributions 
distort according to the local derivatives of the dynamical 
system. The true state should lie somewhere in the intersec- 
tion of the three regions. Averaging the transported measure- 
ments at time t makes it possible to produce a better estimate 
of the true state at time t. However, to get a good estimate it 
is important to introduce the proper weighting factors to take 
the distortion into account. 

product of Gaussians of the form 

- -  o t  e (  f (Y,-~) . . . .  , f - t3(  yt+~) ) 

j = - ~  

I-I exo ( x lkj 2 f (Yt-j) --X, I 

(19) 

The factor in the numerator in the exponent is 

the difference between the transported value of y 
and the true value x t. d f  is the derivative, which 
takes into account the local linear distortion of 
the probability. We refer the reader to ref. [10] 

for the details. 
To find an estimate of the true solution x t we 

assume that the particular sequence of observa- 

tions {yi} lies at the maximum of P. (This is 
called the method of maximum likelihood.) Dif- 

ferentiating with respect to x t in eq. (19), and 

~)j- ([dfJ(yt_j)]T dfJ(yt_j)) -I. 

oj is the Jacobian matrix of the j th  iterate of f 

times its transpose, and is a d × d symmetric 
matrix that depends on yt_j. It contains weight- 

ing factors that depend on local expansion and 

contraction rates, and take into account the dis- 

tortion of the noise as it is transported to differ- 
ent times, as shown in fig. 7. The directions in 

which the noise is compressed contain more use- 
ful information, and receive higher weight, while 

those in which it is expanded contain less useful 

information and. receive less weight. 
Thus, the maximum likelihood analysis yields a 

nonrecursive, nonlinear moving average filter. 
Note that in practice if a and/3 are too large the 

assumption of local linearity may break down. 

This can often be solved by making a and /3 
smaller (e.g. 1 or 2). The resulting estimate can 

be improved by making successive passes through 

the entire time series, setting Yt =x t  after each 

pass. 
This can be compared to the least-squares 

technique we have introduced here by making an 
approximation. The summation in eq. (20) uses 

all the available information. However, due to the 

exponential expansion and contraction, when 
multiplied by the weighting matrices the end 

points make the largest contributions. Suppose 
we neglect all but the endpoints, considering only 

the two terms with j = a = t - 1  and j = 1 3 = t -  

N. Eq. (20) gives 

Xt = (Ot--I "1- ~)t-N ) -1 

× [ O t _ l f t - X ( y i )  + O,_Nf'-N(yN)]. (21) 

In the limit that 1 << t << N the matrix ( 0  t_ ~ + 
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~)t-N )- l o t -  1 becomes an operator  that projects 
its input onto the stable manifold #4. Similarly, 

the matrix (O,_ I + O,_N)-~0 ,_  N projects its in- 
put onto the unstable manifold. 

To make the correspondence with the least- 

squares method, we must change notation and 
assume that the noise is small so that we can 
expand in a Taylor 's  series. First, assume that we 
are making successive passes through the time 
series so that y on the right-hand side of eq. (21) 
can be treated as a trial solution 2. (Set y = 2.) 
Referring to eq. (9), by definition we have 

f (21)  = 22 - E  1. Expanding this recursively we get 

f2(21)  = f ( f ( 2 1 ) )  = f ( 2  2 -- El) .  Applying Taylor 's  
t h e o r e m  gives f 2 ( 2 1 )  = f ( 2  2) - - J2E1  = 2  3 - E 2 - 

J2E l .  Further recursive application leads to 

compute a shadowing orbit in the presence of 
dynamical noise by simply taking successive 
weighted averages. According to the lore of sta- 
tistical estimation agreement  between maximum 
likelihood methods and least-squares methods is 
a common occurrence. 

Note added: A technique that bears some rela- 
tionship to our maximum likelihood procedure 
was suggested by A.S. Pikovsky in 1986 [17]. This 
technique uses kernel density estimation to ap- 
proximate the dynamics, and averaging forward 
in time to reduce noise. It is similar to our 
method in one dimension, but since it only uses 
forward averaging, without error weighting matri- 
ces, it is quite different in more than one dimen- 
sion. 

1 - -  - -  J k  ei" (22) 
f ' -  (2~)=2,  E,_j  i=1~*=i+1 

Substitute this into eq. (21), remembering that 

A, =2 t - x  t. Applying (O,_ l + O t _ N ) - l o t _ l  pro- 
jects this onto the stable manifold. This is the 
same as eq. (16). Similarly, since t -  N is nega- 
tive, examination of f ' - N ( 2  N) leads to eq. (17), 
which gives the correction along the unstable 
manifold. By making some approximations and 
rearranging terms, we have converted the nonre- 
cursive noise filter of eq. (20) to a recursive filter 
of the form of eq. (11). 

Thus, with these approximations the least- 
squares and the maximum likelihood estimates 
lead to the same results. This is perhaps surpris- 
ing, in view of the fact that the maximum likeli- 
hood procedure is derived for observational noise, 
whereas the least-mean-square shadowing proce- 
dure is derived for the more general case of 
dynamical noise. It is interesting that we can 

6.2. The method of  Hammel 

The shadowing problem for Axiom-A dynami- 
cal systems was originally studied by Anosov and 
Bowen [2, 3]. This work was amplified by Hammel  
et al., who extended it to general non-hyperbolic 
dynamical systems [12]. Recently Hammel  [11] 
demonstrated how the techniques used in the 
proof  of the shadowing lemma can be used to 
reduce noise in chaotic data. Using a linear ap- 
proximation to the deterministic constraint that 
defines a shadowing orbit, he noted that eq. (11) 
could be used to reduce noise, and then devel- 
oped the first implementation of what we call the 
manifold decomposition method. For the noise 

reduction problem he sets [A0]~table = 0 and iter- 
ates forward, and s e t s  [AN]unstable  = 0 and iterates 
backward, and then combines the two vectors to 
reduce the noise. Our  arguments give this proce- 
dure a rigorous justification, and make precise 
the extent to which it deviates from optimality. 

#4When the system is chaotic, for large positive t, O~ 
amplifies directions along the stable manifold, and damps 
(effectively to zero) directions along the unstable manifold. 
The normalization factor in front makes this a projection 
operator. 

6.3. The method of  Kostelich and Yorke 

Another  least-squares approach to the noise 
reduction problem is due to Kostelich and Yorke 
(KY) [13]. Based on apparently ad hoc considera- 
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tions, they suggest finding x to minimize the sum 

N 

SKy= ~ [IIx,--Y, II 2+llx,-f(xt_~)ll 2 

t = l  

+ Ilxt+ , - f ( x t ) 1 1 2 ] ,  (23) 

where terms which include subscripts outside the 
range 1 < t < N are set to zero. They also assume 
that f is a local linear function. 

This can be compared to the other methods 
discussed here in two ways. First, it is easily 
compared to our least-squares approach by exam- 
ining the differences between SKy and our mini- 
mization function, eq. (7). The first term in SKy is 
the deviation from the noisy orbit, while the 
second two are deviations from determinism. The 
x, that minimizes the sum SKy is an ad hoc 
compromise between one that is deterministic 
and one that stays close to the noisy orbit. As a 
result, the orbit is neither very deterministic nor 
very close to the true orbit. In contrast, we pro- 
pose finding an orbit x t that is simultaneously 
exactly deterministic, and as close as possible to 
the noisy orbit. 

Another  way to gain insight into the difference 
between these approaches is to compare this with 
the maximum likelihood method discussed above. 
As a point of comparison, we construct an effec- 
tive likelihood function for this method, by noting 
that finding the x ,  that minimizes the sum S~v is 
equivalent to finding the x, that maximizes the 
likelihood of 

e ( f ( x t _ l ) , x t , f - l ( X t + l ) )  

ot e x p [ - I l l ( x , _ , )  -x , l l  2 

- I I x ,  - y,  ll 2 - Ill( X t ) - -  X, +1112] . (24) 

Compare this with eq. (19). Apart from an arbi- 
trary constant, if we set a = fl = 1, there are two 
significant differences between eq. (24) and etl. 
(19). First, in eq. (24) only the middle term is 
referenced to the noisy value Yt, while in eq. (19) 
all the terms are referenced to the noisy value. 
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Fig. 8. Deterministic errors for the same data in fig. 3. The 
solid curve at the bottom is the noise level after two iterates 
of our technique. The solid curve at the top indicates the 
performance of the KY algorithm on the same data set. 

Second, and more important, eq. (24) does not 
contain the weighting factors based on deriva- 
tives. Without them the probabilities do not 
transform correctly. As a result, the contributions 
from the past, present, and future are weighted 
uniformly in each direction. This is dangerous, 
since errors are amplified along directions where 
the derivative is large. Including the derivative 
weighting factor is particularly important in 
chaotic systems, where errors are exponentially 
expanding along the unstable manifold and expo- 
nentially contracting along the stable manifold. 
The derivative factor not only makes the expres- 
sion technically correct, but from a practical point 
of view ensures that each term is given its proper 
weighting according to its accuracy. By dropping 
the derivative factor, their method fails to exploit 
the geometry of chaotic systems. 

A quantitative comparison of the optimal shad- 
owing technique of section 2 and that of Kostelich 
and Yorke (KY) is given in fig. 8. For this com- 
parison we have generalized their technique by 
assuming an exact knowledge of the system dy- 
namics, i.e. in eq. ( 2 3 ) w e  let f be the true 
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Table 1 

A comparison of errors for the initial noisy data, the average results using the KY 
noise reduction method, and the optimal shadowing approach described here. 

The deterministic error is the discrepancy between successive iterates, and the 
absolute error is the difference compared with the " t rue"  data. The error 

measures are averages of the logarithms over the entire trajectory segment of 

1000 points. The logarithms are in base 10; reducing the absolute error from 
- 2.4 to - 13.8 is greater  than a 100 dB noise reduction. 

Initial noise level Koste l ich-Yorke  Optimal shadowing 

log absolute error - 2 . 4  - 3 . 4  - 13.8 
log deterministic error - 2.2 - 4.1 - 16.7 

function describing the dynamics rather  than a 
learned local linear approximation. The overall 

performance of the KY algorithm and the opti- 
mal shadowing algorithm is summarized in table 
1. The noise reduction obtained through the opti- 
mal shadowing technique is more than ten orders 
of magnitude greater.  

In all fairness, it should be noted that the KY 
algorithm was developed as a tool for the analysis 
of experimental  time series, where the dynamics 
is unknown. When the dynamics must be learned 
from the noisy data, the difference between the 
two techniques is not as dramatic. In this case, 
both techniques are limited by the accuracy of 
the learned model equations for the dynamics. 
Our  imposition of determinism by using con- 
strained least-squares seems to make our method 
converge bet ter  under  iteration, as discussed in 
section 4.2. 

6.4. Summary  

We have experimented with several different 
two-dimensional mappings under  a variety of 
conditions. Our  numerical experience can be 
summarized roughly as follows: Performance of 
the pure manifold decomposition technique and 
the full maximum likelihood technique of eq. (19) 
are roughly equivalent in accuracy, although man- 
ifold decomposition is considerably more efficient 
in terms of computer  time. Improvements  in ac- 
curacy can be made by using the full optimal 
shadowing equations with singular value decom- 
position to resolve approximate homoclinic tan- 

gencies, but with some cost in computer  time. 
Performance of the KY method is poorer  than 
any of the other three methods, and it is also 
expensive in terms of computer  time. 

7. Limits  to noise  reduction 

The arguments at the beginning of section 3.2 
imply that the maximum obtainable noise reduc- 
tion depends on the position in the time series. 
Near  the beginning of the time series the obtain- 
able noise reduction is proportional to ( A t )  t , 

where A t is the largest Lyapunov number  less 
than one. This is because for errors pushed for- 
ward from the past this is the slowest rate of 
contraction along the stable manifold. Similarly, 
for points pulled back from the future the errors 
shrink along the unstable manifold proportional 
t o  (Au)iN-t) ,  where A~ is the smallest Lyapunov 

number  greater  than one. 
For a chaotic system the maximum obtainable 

noise reduction grows exponentially with the 
length of the time series. Ironically, this is much 
bet ter  than for nonchaotic systems, where the 
obtainable noise reduction typically grows accord- 
ing to the central limit theorem as the square 
root of the length of the time series. 

The bad aspect for chaotic systems is that it is 
not possible to reduce noise significantly at the 
ends of the time series. This implies that there is 
a strong limit to how much noise reduction can 
be used to improve prediction. For the purposes 
of prediction, the future of the present state is 
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unknown. Noise reduction can be used to reduce 
errors along the stable manifold, but not along 
the unstable manifold. While noise reduction can 
be used to get a better  approximation for f ,  it 
cannot reduce all the error on the present state. 

For regular systems, in contrast, the obtainable 
noise reduction is more or less independent of 
the position in the time series. For regular sys- 
tems noise reduction can be used to give signifi- 
cant improvements in predictions, but for chaotic 
systems it cannot. Also, regular systems do not 
suffer from the problems caused by homoclinic 
tangencies. 

Continuous flows always have at least one Lya- 
punov number equal to one. This implies that we 
cannot reduce noise significantly in directions 
along trajectories. This is not usually a problem, 
however, since we are typically concerned with 
reproducing the form of a trajectory, and not with 
the detailed position of the sampling points 
on the trajectory. In high-dimensional systems, 
Lyapunov numbers close to one could cause a 
problem; in the directions where this occurs the 
obtainable noise reduction is similar to that of 
regular dynamical systems. 

In most practical applications where we must 
learn f the real limit to noise reduction comes 
from our ability to approximate f .  This is limited 
by statistics. As demonstrated in ref. [10], it be- 
comes difficult to approximate f accurately when 
the dimension of the attractor or limit set is large. 
Thus these noise reduction techniques are not 
likely to be effective for high-dimensional sys- 
tems. 

8. Conclusions 

In this paper we present a method for solving 
the shadowing problem: Given a noisy trajectory 
{Yt}, what is the deterministic trajectory {x t} that 
is as close as possible to {yt}? Our approach 
differs from previous formulations of this prob- 
lem [2, 3, 12] in that we define "close" in the 
sense of least-mean-squares. To solve the shad- 

owing problem we do not have to specify whether 
the noise is dynamical noise or observational 
noise; observational noise may be viewed as a 
special case. Thus, a solution to the shadowing 
problem also provides a method for noise reduc- 
tion. 

This allows us to solve the problem using the 
method of Lagrange multipliers. The exact non- 
linear equations are given by eq. (8). A numerical 
method for solving them is described in the re- 
mainder of section 2 and in section 3. 

The geometry of chaotic dynamical systems 
causes difficulties that are reflected in the struc- 
ture of the matrix that must be inverted. These 
difficulties can be resolved somewhat by singular 
value decomposition, although it is expensive in 
terms of computer time. An alternative is mani- 
fold decomposition, which takes advantage of the 
structure of the matrix caused by the chaotic 
geometry. Manifold decomposition is not as accu- 
rate as singular value decomposition, but it is 
much faster. We suggest a procedure that alter- 
nates between the two methods, using manifold 
decomposition on most of the time series, and 
singular value decomposition on the difficult seg- 
ments caused by homoclinic tangencies. 

If we know the dynamics a priori, we can 
reduce the deviations from determinism to the 
limit of machine precision. Similar reductions in 
the absolute errors are also possible, except for 
segments of the time series that are near some of 
the homoclinic tangencies. The result is that, 
even with initial noise levels exceeding 5%, over 
most of the time series we can often reduce the 
noise by more than 101° or 100 dB. Dynamical 
noise is more difficult than observational noise, 
but solutions are still possible. 

When we do not have exact knowledge of the 
system dynamics we must first learn it from the 
data. The approximation involved in doing this 
naturally limits the power of the method. It also 
makes it difficult to get the method to converge at 
high initial noise levels. However, under favor- 
able circumstances we can still obtain noise re- 
ductions of several orders of magnitude. Solu- 
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tions can be improved by iterating the procedures 
of learning the dynamics, reducing noise, then 
learning from the cleaned data and reducing noise 
with the updated approximation to the dynamics. 

We have discussed the relationship of our new 
technique to other methods which have been 
proposed for noise reduction in the context of 
chaotic time series. We demonstrate that the 
manifold decomposition method recently pro- 
posed by Hammel provides an approximation to 
the optimal shadowing solution, as does our pre- 
viously proposed maximum likelihood solution. 
This analysis also points out the similarities and 
differences to the method of Kostelich and Yorke, 
and indicates some of its shortcomings. We also 
compare these approaches to a simple statistical 
noise reduction technique. 

All the examples presented here are two- 
dimensional dynamical systems. Our method ap- 
plies in more than two dimensions, but so far we 
have not implemented it in higher dimensions, 
nor have we tested it on any practical applica- 
tions. For low-dimensional chaotic dynamics 
where it is possible to obtain good approxima- 
tions to the true nonlinear dynamics, however, 
the methods discussed here clearly offer signifi- 
cant improvements over standard methods of 
noise reduction. 
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